Indian School Salalah excel in CBSE class 12 results
The results for class 12 CBSE board exams were declared today around 10.30am by
CBSE, New Delhi and there was a feel of excitement and happiness among
everyone at Indian School Salalah despite the fury of tropical cyclone Mekunu, as
the school has secured 100% results in class 12 CBSE board exams. Everyone in
the school is happy about the excellent results that are being achieved year after
year.
The school has been very consistent in securing brilliant results and this year too
they have done extremely well. The concerted effort put in by the management,
principal, staff and students helped the students to come out with flying colours with
top scores and distinctions.

In the Science stream, MissRitikaRajutopped the school with 479 marks (95.8%)
followed by Miss Suzain Aliand Miss Lintile Lisa Sajuwith 475 marks (95%) and
Rishika Patelwith 474 marks (94.8%). In the Science Stream out of 64 students who
appeared for the class 12 exam, 62 got distinction i.e. above 75%, and 2 students
secured marks between 60% and 74%.

In the Commerce Stream, Miss Sumaiya Noor topped with 466 marks (93.2%)
followed by Miss Huda Habeeb Al Hussain with 454 marks (90.8%) and Miss
Rubeena Mohammed Salim with 444 marks (88.8%). In the Commerce stream, out
of 85 students, 39 students got distinction and the rest secured marks between 60
and 74.
The highlights of the results are as follows:
62 out of 64 students secured distinction in Science stream and 84 out of 85
students secured above 60% in the Commerce stream.

The subject toppers are as follows:
FathimaIfrathAlikkal (97in English), RitikaRaju and SockalingamSaravanan (99 in
Maths), Lintile Lisa Saju and NishchitNageshPoojari (97 in Physics), RitikaRaju (98
in Chemistry), Suzain Ali (94 in Biology), MrigankaTripathi (97 in Economics),
Sumaiya Noor (97 in Business studies), Don Moses (87 in Accountancy), Huda
Habeeb Al Hussain (95 in Entrepreneurship), Sanvi M V (98 in Physical Education),
NishchitNageshPoojari (97 in Computer Science), Suzain Ali and Sabeena Ibrahim
Kutty(97 in Informatics Practices) and Shariat Bin Karim (92 in Multimedia and Web
technology).
Congratulations
The students and the teachers were happy and proud for having accomplished a
commendable result. The President of the School Management Committee
(SMC)Dr. Debashish C Bhattacharya, other members of the SMC and the Principal
Mr. T. R. Brown congratulated the students and the teachers for the excellent
results.

